Transcript
Transat’s Family Collection
[A ding sound plays briefly, and upbeat music continues to play throughout.]
00:00:00 - 00:00:05
[Animation: The Air Transat logo animated in on the center of the screen. The logo
disappears and the text “Family Collection” is shown.]
00:00:05 - 00:00:12
[Sound effect: the sound of distant conversations and laughter can be heard, waves
from the ocean in the distance.]
[Video: Birds eye view of an outdoor pool. Two people sit along the poolside at a resort
and another man walks on the other side pushing a stroller towards the hotel nearby.
Two women wearing swimsuits and smiling at each other.
A man swimming in the pool tosses a beach ball to another person in the pool.]
00:00:12 - 00:00:17
[Video: We see a man wearing sunglasses and his child swimming in the pool.
A woman joins the man and child and tosses a pink and white beach ball towards them.
Another child is sitting on the poolside with their feet in the water. The family is enjoying
their day, laughing and splashing in the water together.
Three people are seen sitting at the pool bar.]
00:00:17 - 00:00:24
[Video: An underwater angle of the child with feet underwater with red water wings. The
child jumps into the pool.]
[Text on Screen: The perfect FAMILY VACATION awaits]
[Animation: The Air Transat logo animated in on the center of the screen below the text.]
[Video: We see the child with red water wings swim underwater. The child and her
father are seen smiling together.]
00:00:24 - 00:00:29
[Video: A man holding a child in the pool smiling at a woman who throws the pink and
white beach ball towards them, the other child is swimming on a pink floaty and
laughing in-between the adults.

We then see a woman with sunglasses holding the child and smiling.
A man, woman wearing sunglasses and their two children are standing towards the
camera and smiling. One child is being held by one parent and the other is swimming
on the pink floaty with red water wings.]
[Text on Screen: Mike Reynolds puzzlingposts.com]
00:00:29 - 00:00:35
[Video: We see the family walk through the airport with luggage. Two children are seen
holding onto the woman’s hand and are wearing backpacks. The family is shown
walking in the airport towards departures.]
[Text on Screen: Dedicated check-in counters]
[Video: The man and woman checking in with their tickets. The background is busy with
many people lined up and passing by.]
Woman Voiceover >> Hi, good and you?
00:00:35 - 00:00:40
[Video: The man placing his luggage on the scale and his child standing next to him.
The two kids are then seen walking with backpacks. A woman hands over her passport
and boards a plane with her family as a male employee at the counter happily assists
and checks them in.]
[Text on Screen: Priority boarding for families]
00:00:40 - 00:00:51
[Video: Establishing shot of the beach and resort. We can see a person running on the
sand next to the ocean, palm trees, lawn chairs, a pier that leads to the blue ocean
water and an outdoor pool with many adults swimming and socializing in it. A man and
woman are then seen walking into a hotel room with their two children.]
Child Voiceover >> Wow!
[Text on Screen: Double, triple, quadruple and adjoining rooms]
[Video: The two kids run to the bedroom and begin to jump on the bed.]
00:00:51 - 00:01:03
[Video: The family is seen walking along a pathway at the resort, the man and woman
are walking with their children holding hands.]
[Text on Screen: Kids’ clubs]

[Video: We see the family entering a building and continuing with them engaging in kids’
activities and interacting with other children and the supervisor.
The two children play with circular red building blocks and laugh at each other.
A child grips a training bar and swings while a man smiles and watches over her.
Another child pushes a stroller across the room while a woman sits on the floor and
watches her partner supervise the other child on the training gymnastics bar.]
00:01:03 - 00:01:09
[Video: The two children walk into a classroom setting with a female teacher. We see
her interact with the children and help them with the craft they are participating in.]
[Text on Screen: Children's activities]
[Video: Two children wearing hats and dresses run excited to a life-sized game of
chess. They each pick up a chess piece, one child picks up a white pawn and the other
carries a black knight piece.]
00:01:09 - 00:01:17
[Video: Two children are shown walking towards the beach holding hands with a female
resort employee. There are palm trees, lounge chairs, and green shrubs displayed in
their view.
The two children are then seen playing with sand and make sand castles with the
employee.]
[Text on Screen: Kids’ pools]
[Video: The two children swim and splash in the kiddie pool under the female
employees’ supervision. Each child can be seen throwing a ball and one child continues
to throw a green ball into a basketball net by the edge of the pool.
Mario Kart and other cartoons are shown as decorations on the window of the building
next to the kids’ pool. Two children wearing sunglasses, lounges on lawn chairs reading
books.]
[Text on Screen: Kid-friendly facilities]
00:01:17 - 00:01:34
[Video: A woman with glasses lounging in a hammock, reading a book.

Then the video then shows a woman and man walking down a hallway with large bright
windows and palm trees in the distance. The man is holding a beer glass and the
woman is carrying a wine glass.
Wind blowing on palm trees, a man and woman can be seen standing on a balcony
together.
A quick replay of the same scenery from the beginning of the video is now shown. A
bird’s eye view of an outdoor pool. Two people sit along the poolside at a resort and
another man walks on the other side pushing a stroller towards the hotel nearby.
We see the child with red water wings swim with their feet underwater and then jump
into the pool.
A child with red water wings swims underwater and then throws a pink and white beach
ball once they reach the surface.
A man and child smiling.
We see the woman with sunglasses holding the child and smiling.]
00:01:34 - 00:01:40
[Graphics: The screen fades to white and text appears.]
[Animation: Text animated in on a white background. The Family Collection logo
animated in on the center of the screen.]
[Text on Screen: Mike Reynolds enjoyed the perfect family vacation at Azul Beach
Resort The Fives Playa del Carmen, by Karisma.]
[Text on Screen: Some inclusions may vary by resort. See hotel description for details.]
[Animation: An animated blue and abstract background appears on screen and covers
the text and the Transat logo appears in the center of the screen.]
[Text on Screen: Vacation is calling]
[A ding sound plays briefly, and upbeat music continues through until the end.]

